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“Interest rates. That’s going to be our biggest 
challenge in the short term,” Greg states. “We 
can only compensate with tighter efficiency so 
much, we have to really manage this.” He sees 
that farms have experienced excellent conditions 
for expansion with very advantageous interest 
rates in recent years – but change is here.
“The financial environment is going to 

challenge us for a couple years,” he believes. 
Recent trade deals have not helped the dairy 
market. But he is hopeful that the new ‘Western 
Milk Pool’ governing body will give the four 
western provinces more strength to ensure the 
industry has a clearer voice with more volume 
when it comes to national policies and issues. 
“It’s possible the new organization will be able 
to deliver more efficiencies and operational 
savings. But I think their biggest benefit will be 

to give us a stronger position in any negotiations 
especially on the national scene.” 
Greg wants to see the dairy industry seize 

opportunities like growing processing in the 
west, to help ensure a vibrant industry for 
the next generation. “Covid highlighted the 
importance of having local food supplies – we 
can use that to our advantage. The dairy industry 
is still exciting – it’s an important source of 
high quality nutrition and it’s a staple for our 
communities. We need to remain committed, 
consult the past and keep moving forward,” 
Greg asserts. 
“This is a great industry and my generation can 

still take responsible risks – don’t be afraid of a 
mistake – be optimistic – and keep moving,” he 
encourages.
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INDUSTRY INVOLVEMENT 
Greg was first elected to the Mainland Young 

Milk Producers board in December 2019. He 
was Chair in 2021 and is now in his second 
term. “I want to encourage all young producers 
to go to meetings yourself – don’t just rely on 
others – hear it yourself firsthand and you will 
get more out of it,” he implores. “It’s good to get 
involved in any capacity – it gives you reason to 
get out, learn, form relationships and build your 
network!” The MYMP organization was happy to 
resume some early activities this year including 
the Spring Social and Fall Harvest party. In 
December, they will hold their first Winter Gala 
since 2019. Greg was a rep from the MYMP on 

the DIREC committee which has just concluded 
its work; going forward, the new structure of 
the four western province dairy organization 
(recently announced) will define and execute 
these programs with a broader vision.
Greg’s years in construction give him an 

interesting perspective. “There’s a camaraderie 
in dairy that you don’t see in construction where 
companies have to compete for different jobs. 
In dairy, our neighbours aren’t our competitors. 
There’s an openness and willingness to work 
together.” Greg witnessed a little of the incredible 
selfless efforts of many dozens of volunteers 
through last winter’s Sumas Prairie flood. “It 

was unreal. You can’t forget what we saw. So 
many people came together and did whatever 
was needed to help. The heart of dairy was really 
shown through that time,” he expresses.
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Most are born into dairy – yet 
there are those who choose 
it later and thrive amid the 
work, challenges and rewards. 
Growing up in Chilliwack 
surrounded by dairy farms 
and having a father who was 
immersed in the industry 
provided Greg Streutker with 
excellent context for what life in 
dairy might look like. 
Greg was just in middle school 
when he began working at 
local dairies and he carried on 
through high school. But his 
career took a different direction 
after graduation – he would 

spend eight years working in 
ag construction, which, it turns 
out, was very lucky. It was while 
building a barn at Cedarbrink 
Dairy in Chilliwack that he 
met his wife, Breanna! They 
married in 2015 and with the 
help of Breanna’s parents and 
brother Nigel, began milking 125 
cows at their Riverbend Dairy 
two years later. “We’re very 
fortunate to have this chance 
to dairy – it helps that we can 
do many things together with 
Breanna’s family at Cedarbrink,” 
Greg shares.
Taking advantage of a market 

niche, they are milking 285 
A2A2 cows today, with about 
one third of their production 
being allocated to Agrifoods A2 
product line. “It’s only a small 
premium, but our additional 
costs to maintain A2 across the 
entire herd is not too high,” Greg 
explains. They genomic test 
all replacement heifers around 
three months of age for A2 
and use the full results to aid in 
culling decisions for the lowest 
ranked. They must also comply 
with a third-party certification, 
animal welfare standards and 
provide monthly reporting.

 Greg holding Ava, Kasen, Breanna and Bowen.
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